TRANSPORTATION MODE AND WEAPON FUNCTION

Raise arms. Move dragon legs forward. Pull wheels out as you feet back.

Lower dragon body to complete transportation mode.
Lower wings. Load missiles into launchers.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD-Small
Not for Children under 3 years

Arms
Wheels

Press to Fire

Excessive force is not necessary. Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be re-attached if separation does occur.
Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.
LEVER FUNCTIONS

Move head lever to move dragon's head side to side; pull back to raise head. Pull back on wing lever and lock into place to spread wings.

ROBOT MODE STEP 1

Locate Spark Crystal on chest to identify true allegiance. Return to Dragon mode then release shoulder panels.
STEP 2
Rotate wing section back.

STEP 3
Position dragon head to side. Open chest panels and raise arm up.
**STEP 4**

Position arm to side. Close chest panels.

**STEP 5**

Rotate chest panels around. Lower hips and snap together as shown.
STEP 6

A. Extend robot legs down. Rotate legs around at knees as shown. B. Release robot head platform. C. Rotate robot legs and hips up.
**STEP 7**

Turn robot upright. Move robot head and tail as shown. Insert pins on wing section into body.

**STEP 8**

Rotate robot head and tail around as shown.
**STEP 9**
Lower robot head and platform down onto chest.

**STEP 10**
Raise arm panels to chest as shown. Position pins on chest into holes on arm panels to close.

**NOTE:**
Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into Dragon.